Opportunity Visions Announces the Ranking of its First Niche Web site
Opportunity Visions LLC announces the establishment of the niche Web site development
company, as well as the posting and ranking of its first site, TMJ Dysfunction
(www.tmjdysfunction.org).
East Windsor, NJ, May 8, 2013 – Opportunity Visions LLC was founded by Web designer and
entrepreneur Sam Bayer in the middle of 2012 as a niche website development company. Its
mission is to help consumers find all the information they need on a given subject on a single,
authoritative Web site. Its first site to be released deals with TMJ Dysfunction, and it has already
been ranked by Google.
Opportunity Visions (OV) feels that a void exists on the Internet where so-called “authority
sites” fail to provide all the information necessary to satisfy consumers’ needs or encourage them
to make do with incomplete, misleading, or unsupported topic details. The company determined
it would fill that void by relying entirely on expert authors to provide detailed and accurate
articles in a diverse array of technical sites, such as TMJ Dysfunction, Sciatica, and Speed
Reading Software; it will rely on expert opinion writers to help convey information in other areas
of interest.
No matter what the product or source of information, consumers can rest assured they will find
what they need on Opportunity Vision’s sites with articles, white papers, and authoritative
reports, delivered in a comprehensive but easy-to-digest way.
In addition, OV determined that its sites would conform to all of Google’s rules regarding
content creation; this will ensure that its content meets the highest quality standards and that it
provides as interactive a user experience as possible with today’s technology. As a result, Google
has already ranked the TMJ Dysfunction Web site, which can be accessed at
http://www.tmjdysfunction.org.
This site contains many articles on the nature, symptoms, and treatment of TMJ Dysfunction,
which can be downloaded for free. The company continues to add new content every couple of
weeks, or as breakthroughs in the field are announced, making it a welcome place to revisit over
time.
Opportunity Visions sincerely hopes that all its sites help the public make the most of its Internet
experience and provide it with a sense of self-fulfillment and the excitement of learning.
Opportunity Visions created this Web site to help consumers understand TMJ, its causes,
possible treatments, and ultimately, how to deal with it. At no time does it recommend or endorse

any particular course of action. It stresses that people should always see a doctor, dentist, or
other healthcare professional before proceeding with any course of action to treat TMJ.
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